
Henry & Sons understands that replacing VEMAG parts is not a 

quick fix. The team takes time to identify and refine problematic 

parts and incorporate improved design and materials to yield a 

more dependable, longer-lasting part. This is not a “one size fits 

all” solution.

• More than 2,000 VEMAG replacement parts

• Patented Zero Contact Technology 

• Industry-Changing ERGO Housing 

• All stainless-steel combinations result in superior food  safety 

and longer lasting parts

• All parts made in the USA

Some of the baking industry’s best innovation comes from a 

combination of deep roots and new ideas. That’s a perfect way 

to describe Henry & Sons, a family-owned manufacturer of  

VEMAG replacement parts and new technology.

The company was founded in 1980 by Dave Henry, an  

industry veteran who got his start working with Roger Reiser. 

When Dave launched Henry & Sons, his first priority was sim-

ply servicing existing machinery for customers. But Dave’s  

commitment to quality and stellar customer relationships led  

to a demand for the company to make VEMAG 

 replacement parts. That began the 44-year journey of this  

innovative family business, led today by Dave’s son, Mark  

Henry, who serves as president. Today the third generation — 

Mark’s son, Morgan Henry — is now on the team. 

With more than 2,000 replacement parts and patented  

original equipment designs all made in the USA, Henry & Sons  

is heading toward the future with quality in mind and service  

at the heart of all we do. 

INDUSTRY-STANDARD REPLACEMENT PARTS

FAMILY-FOUNDED 
AMERICAN-MADE

https://www.dhenryandsons.com


REBUILD/REPAIR FOR LONGER LASTING VEMAG LIFE
Henry & Sons’ stellar reputation is not only about manufacturing high-quality replacement parts but also repairing and rebuilding all VE-

MAG vacuum fillers. With American-made parts developed in a California manufacturing facility, any broken VEMAG machine can be re-

built or repaired correctly in the Henry & Sons facility. All rebuilt VEMAGs go through rigorous performance testing before the machine is 

returned, ready for production.

• Real-world improvements remove potential weaknesses from original design

• Machines sent to the Henry & Sons facility can receive a quick repair/rebuild turnaround

AC-30E VACUUM FILLER
In 1998, Henry & Sons released the first AC-30 Vacuum Filler. In 2018, with a com-

plete redesign, Henry & Sons released the new AC-30E vacuum filler with state-

of-the-art, proven dual-drive servo technology and a first-of-its-kind, 100%  

climate-controlled environment, this is game-changing vacuum filler technology. 

FA M I LY OW N E D
A M E R I CA N  M A D E

• All electronic components cooled, dried and heated with air circulating between control enclosure and rear-drive enclosure

• Climate-control technology ensures prolonged machine life, dependability and performance

• Metal-detectable wear components provide food safety assurance

• Redundant double-screw design and quick-tooling changes allow easy product changeover with reduced downtime

• Easy-to-access components for efficient cleaning and sanitation

• Manufactured in the USA with American-made parts

600-lb. hopper capacity*

30 hp total dual-drive output*

45,000 lb. per hour product delivery*up to

CALL MARK HENRY TO DISCUSS YOUR APPLICATION TODAY
LEARN MORE AT DHENRYANDSONS.COM   |   CALL 1-800-752-7507   |   EMAIL INFO@DHENRYANDSONS.COM

*Figures can vary depending on product, product temperature and feed screw selected
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